With the rapid development of mobile computing and embedded system, people has been increasingly interested on location awareness, and has been more and more concerned about vehicle positioning services system. However, radio frequency identification technology (RFID) is characterized of non-contact, NLOS, large transmission range and high cost performance etc. Consequently, the paper mainly studied the RFID positioning algorithm based on vehicle positioning subsystem. First of all, the paper analyzed LANDMARC and VIRE algorithm. It proposed triangular grid layout specific to VIRE system algorithms, and compared the positioning performance of rectangular grid layout. Under the circumstance of no other data processing means applied, the positioning precision of triangular grid layout is higher than that of rectangular grid layout. In addition, the linear interpolation used specific to VIRE algorithm is not applicable to the defects at electromagnetic environment. The paper adopted BP neural network model to solve the signal strength value of virtual tag, and compared it with Newton inserting method. The results indicate that the positioning precision of neural network-VIRE is 14.9% and 10.2% higher than that of linear interpolation-VIRE and newton interpolation-VIRE respectively.
information, and set the received signal strength as output information. It connects the two through the introduction of BP neural network. Finally, it compared the simulation results and existing RFID positioning algorithm, and analyzed the model algorithm accuracy after improvement and optimization.
RSSI-BASED RFID POSITIONING ALGORITHM AND ITS OPTIMIZATION
RFID system is mainly composed of the tag, RFID reader, antenna and a wireless network system. According to different measurement techniques, the signal strength, time for receiving the signal, time difference of arrival and signal reception angle provided by different e-tags to the RFID reader can be obtained. Therefore, RFID indoor positioning method is mainly divided to the following four categories: Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI), Time of Arrival (TOA), Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) and Angle of Arrival (AOA). The paper focused on the analysis of RSSI-based RFID positioning algorithm.
LANDMARC Systematic Algorithm
It is assumed that there are U readers, H reference tags and M positioning-pending tags in the environment to be positioned. Then the process for LANDMARC algorithm to derive the location of positioning-pending tag is as following. And the LANDMARC system structure is as shown in Fig. 1 below. (1, ), (1, ) 
Where: 
VIRE Systematic Algorithm and Its Optimization
VIRE algorithm is to further introduce virtual reference tag based on LANDMARC algorithm and on the premise of no additional reference tag. More accurate location of tracking object can be obtained through excluding small probability to further improve the positioning accuracy of LANDMARC algorithm. Where, the introduced virtual tag structure schematic diagram is as shown in Figure 2 Since the algorithm introduced virtual reference tag, the algorithm mainly considered the signal strength value on virtual reference tag. Common VIRE system is mainly obtained through linear interpolation. Consequently, place n-1 virtual tags between two adjacent actual reference tags. Therefore, each virtual physical grid contains (n+1)2-4 virtual reference tags and actual reference tags. Where, the signal strength value on horizontal line and vertical line can be calculated with formula 3 and 4 respectively. , , ,
Where:
S T is the signal strength from the virtual tag to the k reader on the coordinate system ( , )
and p refer to the modulo operation of i to n ; 0 1    q n and q refer to the modulo operation of j to n . Therefore, in a virtual network grid, since the signal strength of actual reference tag can be obtained through a RFID reader and that of virtual reference tag can be derived via signal strength interpolation or other fitting model, we can mark the areas with similar signal strength of tags to be measured, and carry out intersection operation thus to obtain the coordinate value of the tags to be measured.
Through the above VIRE positioning algorithm subsystem, the key point of the algorithm is how to obtain the signal strength value of the virtual tag. Traditional VIRE algorithms, however, adopt interpolation algorithm. Since the signal strength is not presenting linear relation to distance, traditional VIRE algorithms have bigger errors. Consequently, the paper optimized the VIRE algorithm through establishing a BP neural network model. It set the distance between the tag and RFID reader as input information and that between actual tags receiving to signal strength as output information to establish a neural network model. In addition, it analyzed the positioning precision based on newton interpolation-VIRE, linear interpolation-VIRE and neural network-VIRE algorithm. Where, model solving flow block diagram is as shown in Fig. 3 
ANALYSIS OF MODEL SIMULATION RESULTS
The paper mainly carried out simulation comparison and analysis of the factors affecting indoor positioning accuracy, including the impact of the number of virtual reference tags on positioning accuracy, and that of the layout of different reference tags on positioning accuracy. In addition, it performed simulation comparison of LANDMARC system, linear interpolation-VIRE system, newton interpolation-VIRE system and neural network-VIRE system, and evaluated the advantages and disadvantages of each algorithm.
The settings of simulation experiment are as following: Set the coordinates of the four card readers as (0, 0), (0, 8), (8, 0) and (8, 8) , namely a 8*8m positioning area; there are a total of 16 reference tags. The distance between reference tag and car reader is 1m and that between reference tag is 2m. The path loss exponent can be set as 2 since the distance between reference tags is 2m. In the paper, set the nearest adjacent tag k=4, and selected 20 tags to be measured. The experiment distribution diagram is as shown in Fig. 4 : 
Simulation Comparison of Reference Tags Layout
It can be seen from RSSI-based RFID positioning algorithm that different reference tags layouts introduced will definitely affect the positioning. The common layout is in rectangle. However, rectangle layout will
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Mark the areas with similar strength of the tags calculate the coordinates of the tags to be measured directly taking the triangle formed by the most adjacent tags according to the rectangle distribution. Therefore, the coordinate error of the tags to be measured is relatively big. In order to reduce the positioning error arising from reference tag layout, the reference tag can be set according to form of triangular layout. Set the linear interpolation -VIRE positioning algorithm as an example. The cumulative probability of positioning error of different reference label layout is as shown in Fig. 5 below.
Figure 5. Cumulative probability curve of different layout
It can be seen from the above simulation results as shown in Fig. 5 that while not adding reference tag and changing the rectangle layout to triangle layout, the cumulative probability curve of triangle layout will be lower than that of rectangle layout. We can see from the Fig. that in case of an error of 0.4m, the error cumulative probability of triangular layout is only about 78%, while that of rectangle layout is up to 93%. Therefore, the positioning accuracy of reference tag in triangular layout will be higher than that in rectangular layout.
Simulation Comparison of Different Virtual Tag Number
In the general cases, the more virtual tags and the higher distribution density, the higher positioning accuracy will be. But the virtual tags shall not be added blindly only because no cost is needed. Generally, if the number of virtual tags is oversize, it cannot improve the positioning error, but instead, it will increase computing time of system positioning. The paper set neural network-VIRE positioning algorithm as an example, and analyzed the influence of different virtual tags on positioning accuracy. Where, the simulation results are as shown in Fig. 6:   Figure 6 . Impact of different virtual tags on positioning error It can be seen from Fig. 6 that when N*N (sum total of virtual tags) is 4*4, the positioning error is 0.17m; when N*N is 5*5, the positioning error is 0.173m; when N*N is10*10, the positioning error is 0.169m; when N*N is 15*15, the positioning error is 0.168m; when N*N is 25*25, the positioning error is 0.166m; and when N*N is 30*30, the positioning error is 0.166m. We can see that when the number of virtual tags is 25*25, positioning error basically remains around 0.166m without change. Therefore, when the number of virtual tags has reached to certain value, it will not improve the positioning accuracy anymore. So if it shows no obvious improvement of positioning accuracy, the number of virtual tags should be reduced to increase positioning calculating speed of the system and improve the positioning accuracy.
Simulation Comparison of Different Model Algorithms
Two indoor positioning systematic algorithms were presented in Chapter 3: LANDMARC systematic algorithm and VIRE systematic algorithm. And in Chapter 4, an indoor positioning method by utilizing Newton's difference was proposed based on the two systematic algorithms. Experimental simulation comparison of the impacts of the three algorithms on positioning accuracy was introduced as below. Where, the initial parameters of the models are: path loss exponent n=2, threshold value th=2.2, the most adjacent tag number k=6 and virtual tags number N=5.
Comparison of LANDMARC Algorithm and Linear Interpolation-VIRE Algorithm
The experiment conducted simulation error comparison of the 20 points to be measured by adopting LANDMARC systematic algorithm and VIRE systematic algorithm as shown in Fig. 7 . We can see from the Fig.  that except that the errors of 13# and 18# are close, all the other points, both the ones at center position, 2#, 3#, 4#, 6#, 7#, 8#, 9#, 10#, 11#, 12#, 15#, 16# and 19#, and the ones at edge position, 1#, 5#, 17# and 20#, the positioning error of VIRE systematic algorithm will be much lower than that of LANDMARC systematic algorithm. The experiment has verified that by introducing the linear interpolation of VIRE algorithm and utilizing adjacent diagrams, the impossible positions of the points to be measured can be eliminated. In addition, two weighting factors are introduced to reduce the error which has significantly improved the positioning precision. The errors of LANDMARC algorithm and linear interpolation-VIRE algorithm positioning system are 1.1158 and 0.3554 respectively. 
Comparison of Linear Interpolation-VIRE Algorithm and Newton Interpolation-VIRE Algorithm
Although VIRE system positioning algorithm has introduced virtual reference tag and inserted virtual tags via linear interpolation, the positioning accuracy has been significantly improved comparing with LANDMARC systematic algorithm. However, due to the complex and varied indoor environment, as well as the multipath effect, virtual tag cannot solve the signal strength value totally according to linear interpolation which will cause big error on positioning. Therefore, we introduced newton interpolation to obtain the signal strength of virtual tag thus to reduce the error of virtual tag signal strength. We carried out experiment simulation for VIRE systematic algorithm and newton interpolation systematic algorithm as shown in Fig. 8 :
We can see from the Fig. 8 that except that both the ones at center position, 2#, 3#, 4#, 6#, 7#, 8#, 9#, 10#, 11#, 12#, 15#, 16# and 19#, and the ones at edge position, 1#, 5#, 13#, 17# and 18#, the positioning error of newton interpolation-VIRE algorithm will be much lower than that of VIRE systematic algorithm. The positioning errors of newton interpolation-VIRE algorithm and linear interpolation -VIRE algorithm are 0.3087 and 0.3554 respectively.
Comparison of Newton Interpolation-VIRE Algorithm and Neural Network-VIRE Algorithm
Through the analysis of newton interpolation-VIRE algorithm above, we can see that in case of multiple outer diameter effects and disturbance factors existing in the positioning environment, the signal strength of virtual tag shall be derived by utilizing nonlinear interpolation algorithm. However, newton inserting method is mainly as smooth connection specific to newton inserting method, not taking overfitting of the data into consideration. Consequently, the paper proposed to obtain the virtual tag by setting BP neural network as the core.
The signal strength value of virtual tag was obtained through BP neural network. And positioning simulation was carried out. The positioning error distribution and positioning distribution results of newton interpolation algorithm are as shown in Fig. 9 and 10. It can be seen from Fig. 9 that for all positioning points, the positioning error obtained through neural network prediction algorithm is lower than that of newton inserting algorithm, particularly on 14# and 20# tag. The error positioning result has reduced about 0.5. Consequently, the signal energy value of virtual tag obtained through neural network is more in line with the actual environment status. The positioning system error of neural network-VIRE algorithm and newton interpolation-VIRE algorithm are 0.3087 and 0.2064 respectively.
CONCLUSIONS
We can get the following conclusions based on the above model simulation results: (1) Since the rectangular reference layout has the defect as error amplification, we proposed a triangle reference tag layout and verified its superiority. Through comparing the error probability cumulative figure of rectangular layout, it shows that the positioning accuracy of triangular layout is higher than that of rectangular layout. (2) The simulation experiment illustrates that the more virtual tags introduced in VIRE algorithm do not means higher positioning accuracy. Instead, after virtual tags reaching a certain number, it will not impose impact on positioning accuracy improvement. (3) We conducted error comparison simulation of LANDMARC algorithm, linear interpolation-VIRE algorithm, newton interpolation-VIRE algorithm and neural network-VIRE algorithm. The experiment results show that the positioning accuracy of linear interpolation-VIRE algorithm is higher than that of LANDMARC algorithm, and that of newton interpolation-VIRE is higher than that of VIRE systematic algorithm. Comparing with all of the above algorithms, neural network-VIRE algorithm presents higher positioning accuracy, and is more capable to perform high accuracy positioning at harsh environment.
